Essential Reading Second Edition Student Book 2
Essential Vocabulary
The following are words from this book which are in the Academic Word List. The unit where
the word appears is shown in brackets. Words in italics are the most frequently used in their
respective word families. Both British and American spellings are included in the list.
Sublist 1
area (U4)
areas (U4)
assess (U2)
assessable, assessed, assesses, assessing, assessment, assessments, reassess, reassessed,
reassessing, reassessment, unassessed
available (U3)
availability, unavailable
benefit (U2)
beneficial, beneficiary, beneficiaries, benefited, benefiting, benefits (U2)
context (U2)
contexts, contextual, contextualise, contextualised, contextualising, uncontextualised,
contextualize, contextualized, contextualizing, uncontextualized
create
created, creates, creating, creation, creations, creative (R8), creatively, creativity, creator,
creators, recreate, recreated, recreates, recreating
define
definable, defined, defines, defining, definition, definitions (U8), redefine, redefined, redefines,
redefining, undefined

estimate
estimated (U2), estimates, estimating, estimation, estimations, over-estimate, overestimate,
overestimated, overestimates, overestimating, underestimate, underestimated,
underestimates, underestimating
factor (U2)
factored, factoring, factors (U2)
function
functional, functionally, functioned, functioning, functions (U7)
identify (U2)
identifiable, identification, identified, identifies, identifying (U4), identities, identity,
unidentifiable
individual (U11)
individualised, individuality, individualism, individualist, individualists, individualistic,
individually (U1), individuals
involve
involved (U2), involvement, involves, involving, uninvolved
legal
illegal (U1), illegality, illegally, legality, legally
percent
percentage (U5), percentages
policy (R2)
policies
process
processed, processes, processing (U7)
respond
responded, respondent, respondents, responding (U1), responds, response, responses,
responsive, responsiveness, unresponsive

role (U8)
roles
section (R12)
sectioned, sectioning, sections
similar (U1)
dissimilar, similarities, similarity, similarly
specific (U9)
specifically, specification, specifications, specificity, specifics
structure (U8)
restructure, restructured, restructures, restructuring, structural, structurally, structured,
structures, structuring, unstructured
vary (U10)
invariable, invariably, variability, variable, variables, variably, variance, variant, variants,
variation, variations, varied, varies, varying

Sublist 2
achieve (U4)
achievable, achieved, achievement, achievements, achieves, achieving
affect (U2)
affected (U5), affecting, affective, affectively, affects, unaffected (U2)
appropriate
appropriacy, appropriately (U8), appropriateness, inappropriacy, inappropriate, inappropriately
assist
assistance, assistant (U8), assistants, assisted, assisting, assists, unassisted
chapter (U12)
chapters

compute
computation, computational, computations, computable, computer (U3), computed,
computerised, computers (U3), computing (U9)
conclude (U2)
concluded, concludes, concluding, conclusion, conclusions, conclusive (U2), conclusively,
inconclusive, inconclusively
conduct (U1)
conducted, conducting, conducts
consequent
consequence, consequences (U9), consequently
consume
consumed, consumer, consumers, consumes, consuming, consumption (U2)
credit (U7)
credited, crediting, creditor, creditors, credits
culture (U1)
cultural (U1), culturally, cultured, cultures (U1), uncultured
design (U1)
designed, designer (U6), designers, designing (U1), designs (U3)
evaluate (U7)
evaluated, evaluates, evaluating (U7), evaluation, evaluations, evaluative, re-evaluate,
re-evaluated, re-evaluates, re-evaluating, re-evaluation
feature
featured, features (U12), featuring
final (U9)
finalise, finalised, finalises, finalising, finalize, finalized, finalizes, finalizing, finality, finally (U3),
finals (U11)

focus (U9)
focused (U2), focuses, focusing (U7), focussed, focussing, refocus, refocused, refocuses,
refocusing, refocussed, refocusses, refocussing
injure
injured, injures, injuries, injuring, injury (U11), uninjured
journal (R9)
journals
normal (U1)
abnormal, abnormally, normalisation, normalise, normalised, normalises, normalising,
normalization, normalize, normalized, normalizes, normalizing, normality, normally (U8)
positive (U2)
positively
range (U9)
ranged, ranges, ranging
region (U6)
regional, regionally, regions
resource (U3)
resourced, resourceful, resources (U3), resourcing, unresourceful, under-resourced
site (U9)
sites (U9)
survey (U1)
surveyed, surveying, surveys
text (U1)
texts (U9), textual
tradition (U10)
non-traditional, traditional (R3), traditionalist, traditionally, traditions

Sublist 3
comment (U1)
commentaries, commentary, commentator, commentators, commented, commenting,
comments (U3)
component
componentry, components (U2)
constant
constancy, constantly (U3), constants, inconstancy, inconstantly
document
documentation, documented, documenting, documents (U3)
layer
layered, layering, layers (U11)
negate
negative (R3), negated, negates, negating, negatively, negatives
partner (U1)
partners, partnership, partnerships
physical (U10)
physically
react (U2)
reacted, reacts (U2), reacting, reaction, reactionaries, reactionary, reactions, reactive,
reactivate, reactivation, reactor, reactors
rely
reliability, reliable (U2), reliably, reliance, reliant, relied, relies, relying, unreliable
remove (U10)
removable, removal, removals, removed, removes, removing (U9)

task (U7)
tasks
valid
invalidate, invalidity, validate, validated, validating, validation, validity (U7), validly

Sublist 4
access (U9)
accessed, accesses, accessibility, accessible, accessing, inaccessible
commit
commitment (R8), commitments, commits, committed, committing
communicate (U9)
communicable, communicated, communicates, communicating, communication,
communications, communicative, communicatively, uncommunicative
concentrate (U3)
concentrated, concentrates, concentrating (R3), concentration
contrast (U4)
contrasted, contrasting, contrastive, contrasts
despite (U11)
goal (U11)
goals (U11)
job (U3)
jobs (U1)
label (U3)
labeled (U9), labeling, labelled, labelling, labels (U6)
obvious (U9)
obviously

option
optional, options (U1)
predict
predictability, predictable, predictably, predicted, predicting (U11), prediction,
predictions (U10), predicts, unpredictability, unpredictable
project
projected (U4), projecting, projection, projections, projects
promote (U9)
promoted, promoter, promoters, promotes, promoting, promotion, promotions
stress
stressed (U3), stresses, stressful, stressing, unstressed
sum (U1)
summation, summed, summing, sums (U1)
summary
summaries (U8), summarise, summarised, summarises, summarising, summarisation,
summarisations, summarization, summarizations, summarize, summarized, summarizes,
summarizing

Sublist 5
academy
academia, academic (U12), academically, academics, academies
aware (U9)
awareness, unaware
compound (U10)
compounded, compounding, compounds

facilitate
facilitated, facilitates, facilities (U4), facilitating, facilitation, facilitator, facilitators, facility
generation (U4)
generations (R4)
image (U3)
imagery, images (U7)
licence
licences, license (R5), licensed, licensing, licenses, unlicensed
logic
illogical, illogically, logical (U3), logically, logician, logicians
network
networked, networking (U9), networks
perspective (U10)
perspectives
style
styled, styles (U10), styling, stylish, stylise, stylised, stylises, stylising, stylize, stylized, stylizes,
stylizing
substitute (U11)
substituted, substitutes, substituting, substitution
symbol (U10)
symbolic, symbolically, symbolise, symbolises, symbolised, symbolising, symbolism, symbolize,
symbolized, symbolizes, symbolizing, symbols
trend
trends (U9)
version (U9)
versions

whereas (U1)

Sublist 6
author (U6)
authored, authoring, authors, authorship
bond (R12)
bonded, bonding, bonds
edit
edited, editing, edition, editions, editor, editorial, editorials, editors (R9), edits
ignorant
ignorance, ignore (U7), ignored (U11), ignores, ignoring (U8)
instruct
instruction (U12), instructed, instructing, instructions (U3), instructive, instructor, instructors,
instructs
lecture (U3)
lectured, lecturer (U3), lecturers, lectures (U3), lecturing
minimum (U9)
ministry (U8)
ministered, ministering, ministerial, ministries
reveal
revealed (U2), revealing, reveals, revelation, revelations

Sublist 7
adapt
adaptability, adaptable, adaptation, adaptations, adapted, adapting (U1), adaptive, adapts

channel
channelled, channelling, channels (U9)
chemical
chemically, chemicals (U2)
couple (U1)
coupled, coupling, couples
definite (U1)
definitely (U6), definitive, indefinite (U1), indefinitely
equip
equipment (U1), equipped, equipping, equips
extract (U12)
extracted, extracting, extraction, extracts
globe (U11)
global (U2), globally, globalisation, globalization
grade
graded (U12), grades, grading
infer
inference, inferences, inferred, inferring (U2), infers
media (U9)
reverse (U7)
reversal, reversed, reverses, reversible, reversing, reversals, irreversible
survive (U6)
survival, survived (R7), survives, surviving, survivor, survivors
topic (U3)
topical (U12), topics (U9)

Sublist 8
automate
automatic (U7), automated, automates, automating, automatically (U7), automation
contradict
contradicted, contradicting, contradiction, contradictions, contradictory (U2), contradicts
detect
detectable, detected, detecting, detection, detective (U12), detectives, detector, detectors
detects
drama (R2)
dramas, dramatic, dramatically, dramatise, dramatised, dramatising, dramatises, dramatisation,
dramatisations, dramatist, dramatists, dramatization, dramatizations, dramatize, dramatized,
dramatizes, dramatizing
exhibit
exhibited, exhibiting, exhibition (U4), exhibitions, exhibits
paragraph (U1)
paragraphing, paragraphs (U1)
plus (R2)
pluses
revise (U12)
revised, revises (U3), revising (U3), revision, revisions
via (U6)

Sublist 9
accommodate
accommodated, accommodates (U9), accommodating, accommodation

controversy
controversies, controversial (U11), controversially, uncontroversial
device
devices (U3)
manual
manually, manuals (U12)
mature (U5)
immature, immaturity, maturation, maturational, matured, matures, maturing, maturity
medium (U9)
relax (U6)
relaxation, relaxed (U8), relaxes, relaxing (U9)
team (U2)
teamed, teaming, teams (U11)
temporary (U3)
temporarily

Sublist 10
colleague (U5)
colleagues

Words from The Academic Word List are reproduced with permission of Dr Averil Coxhead.

